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Resolut1on
Approved. by

C¥

ASUNM. Senate

,
By Ruth S. lntress
Before a gallery of over 50 people and after nearly two hours of debate,
the ASUNM Senate this week passed a resolution supporting the
decriminalization of marijuana with a vote of l0-1-3. ·
The four-page substitute resolution that was passed was written by Sen.
c;Jeorge Coston, after his original resolution failed to pass two weeks ago.
Speaking in favor of the resolution at Wednesday night's meeting was
Dr. Doug~as Ferraro, a professor in the psychology department and
researcher of marijuana for the Bureau of Narcotics for seven years,
"There is nothing about the chemical structure that links marijuana with
narcotic drugs," he said. "Projections are that if marijuana continues to
be used as it has been in Jamaica and Greece for eons and eons then the
prediction for long-term effects are minimal. ·
''You would have to take 30,000 times the normal amount of marijuana
to kill you. This would be equivalent to 48lids of marijuana smoked in a
four-hour period,'' Ferraro said.
Several students from the New Mexico chapter of the National
Organization for the Reforming of Marijuana Laws (NORML) attended
the meeting. Alex Kaplon, one of the·NORML spokesmen, said, "Figures
arrived at by the California. state legislature show that ftom the time of
arrest to the end of the charges, the procedural costs of each marijuanarelated arrest are approximately $1 ,400.''
Organizations who opposed the resolution were'also represented at· the
senate meeting. Among them was Chapter One, a group which supports
The 'main dining room floor of the SUB (above, in its present state of disarray) is
the legalization of marijuana instead ··or the decriminalization of it. scheduled to be completed by the end of this month.
Another group in opposition to the bill was the Institution of Religion, in
connection with the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints. Martin
Raish, spokesman for the institute, srud it is not only against the
decriminalization of marijuana but its use also. He said the instituie
discourages the use of marijuana, alcohol and tobacco.
According ~o the resolution, since 1972 $4 million has been spent in
Albuquerque for marijuana-related arrests. In light of this, Sen. David
Rupp said, "The clearest argument is if the $4 million and the manpower
for ~hese arrests were rediverted to serious crimes such as rape and murder
off and removed when the main : central dining floor and past a new
By Dan Crain
i~ Albuquerque, then if the decriminalization of marijuana prevents one
enlarged terrace and glass-enclosed
The renovated main dining floor area opens.
rape or murder it is ju!itified."
.
The space now occupied by the · private dining rooms.
Originally opposed to the bill, Sen. Celia Knight said, "I am in complete of the Student Union Building will
Hooker said the new design will
support of the new resolu~ion because it says ASUNM doesn't condone the be open for students before the end candy counter will be cleared of
use of marijuana."
·
of November, said Van Dorn counter and wall and given over to greatly ease traffic problems that
· plagued the' old area .
After the bill was passed, Coston said copies of the resolution will be Hooker, UNM Architect in ail pedestrian and lounging use.
·
Hooker
said
the
University
In addition a "garden area" has
•
interview
yesterday.
sent to every politician in the state. Coston also said the resolution should
architect's
office
has
"had
more
been
added to the southeast part of
The
remodeled
area
includes
the
have passed when it first appeared before the senate four weeks ago.
student
input
on
this
(SUB
the
facility;
a semi-enclosed, inold dining rooms and cafeteria,
In other senate action Wednesday night:
along with additions to the east remodeling) project" than on any formal dining area which includes a
~A bill that would give the LOBO $1.50 a semester for each undergraduate student failed to pass. The bill, which was expected to appear terrace and the southeast part of the previous University construction. fireplace.
Other parts of the SUB
SUB. The candy counter, which has Before the project went into
on the Fall general election ballot, is now dead unlesS' rewritten.
......The Censure Act, which will pr~vent a senator from voting if he/she remained open during the currenf planning, a large suggestion board remodeling soon to be completed
phase of renovation, will be closed Wl';\S set up in the SUB inviting are the concession stand just inside
misses three committee or senate.meetings; passed in a vote 11-4-0.
.
students'
comments
and the north mall entrance and the
suggestions. Hooker said many of stairwell and elevator shaft on the
the ideas subsequently scribbled southeast side. At present there are
By John Carnahan
received about $270 per month. The 8 per cent increase there by sometimes sardonic SUB no funds for an elevator, but at
patrons were incorporated in the least the shaft will be completed.
The new G.l .. Bill now provides students with extra ·will raise that monthly payment to $290 a month.
new design.
The fast-food restaurant and
benefits including an 8 per cent increase in pay and a 9Other
provisions
include:
"Get
rid
of
the
goddamn
busrathskeller
have been completed,
month extension on eligibility.
·
-an
increase
in
time
for
tutorial
allotment
pay
station
atmosphere,"
was
one
of
and
the
McDonald's-like
fast-food
The bill was rushed through the last session of
from
60
to
65
months;
the
suggestions
which
seems
to
have
joint
is
open
for
business.
The
Congress just before adjournment. The bill went into
-effective
at
the
start
of
summer
semester
1977,
all
been
taken
into
account
by
rathskeller
awaits
the
actions
of
the
effect Oct. I of this year.
.V.A.
benefits
will
be
paid
at
the
end
of
each
month;
University
planners
and
architect.
legislature
and
the
Regents
before
The old bill provided for only 36 maximum months
Antoine Predock~
alcohol can be served. In the
for the receivership of benefits. Under the new bill, the · Until then, however, all benefits will continue to be
paid
at
the
beginning
of
each
month,
and
The
kitchen
and
food-service
meantime,
SUB planners may open
length of entitlement has increased to a maximum of
-all
students
receiving
V .A. benefits wiil be
areas
remair:
essentially
the
same,
it
for
pizza,
entertainment and soft
45 months.
required
to
reapply
at
the
beginning
of
each
semester.
but
students
will
find
the
dining
drinks.
"This bill is also retroactive," said Shirley Dalby of
Upstairs, Casa del Sol mexican
"The last change in the old bill gave a 9-month areas completely transformed.
Veterans Affairs at UNM. "It covers those students
Where
before
was
a
large,
square
restaurant
will have an enlarged
extension to veteran~undergraduate students only,"
who are .now attending UNM without V.A. benefits
("ugly,"
as
University
construction
terrace
as
part of the current
said Dalby. "The new bill gives this extension to
due to exhaustion of their entitlement. They should
inspector
Lyle
Sveum
put
it)
dining
construction
phase, with further
everybody receiving V .A. benefits. The veterancome down to the UNM V.A. office (in Mesa Vista
area,
a
wide,
tiled
walkway
now
renovation
to
come probably next
graduate students wanted this change, .so they lobbied
Hall) to reapply· for these new benefits.''
skirts
around
the
cafeteria
and
year.
for it and were quite successful," said Dalby.
Under the old bill, a single veteran enrolled at UNM

To Open in November

SUB ·Remodeling Almos·t Done
.

New· Gl BiU Gives More Benefits

-City Bike

Registrat~on

'

By Joe Donnelly
Students who' own bicycles may
be required to purchase $2 bicycle
registration permits from the city if
a new ordinance . introduced at
Monday night's City Council
meeting is J)assed.
Councilman Marion Cottrell in·
troduced the measure in an effort
to decrease bicycle thefts in the
city. Cottrell, a UNM engineering
prof~ssor, said bike thefts occoring
on the campus was one of his
primary reasons for introducing the
legislation.
The planned ordinance requires
all bicycles in Albuquerque to have
a serial number printed upon the
frame. Any bicycle Without a
manufacturer's serial number
would have to be re-registered with
the city.
The $2 fee registers the bicycle
. for thr~ yeats and allows the
bicycle owner to have a registration
lag attached to the bicycle and a
registration nulll~r •. probably. the
owner's social ·security number,
stamped into the frame.
The registration number would
be .ted into a nationwide computer

Marion Cottrell
system to help identify stolen or
lost bicycles which are recovered.
Cottrell said the city auctions off
about .100 bikes· a year because
police can not locate the owners.
Cottrell said the $2 fee would
help cover the costs of placing the
registration numbers in the computers but would not be sufficient
to cover total costs.
The ordinance would also
require any Albuquerque bicycle
dealer who sells or exchanges used
or new bicvcles to register them. A

p·ossible Night Courses Needed
At UNM, Says Trujillo

monthly report by bike dealers will
be made to the city on any
registrations they make. A monthly
report of bike registrations made
by bike dealers would be given to
. the city to update records.
The ordinance, as introduced,
allows the city to deny or revoke
registration for a bicyCle if it is
found to be unsafe mechanically or
· if there is "reasonable ground to ·
believe that the applicant or
registrant is not the owner" of the
bicycle.
The city already has a bicycle
registration procedure on its books
but the police department does not
enforce it.
The present registration is done
with the city treasurers office and
costs $1 to register a bike but does
not include a computerized record
of a registration number.
Don Hubler, a counsellor with
the police department's personal
services office, said the police
department would be able to enforce the new registration system ·
because of the computers accessability.

By Dolores Wood
Full-time student enrollments at the University are dwindling and
people are looking towards supplemental education in the evening,
said Rupert Trujillo, dean of Continuing Education and Community
Services. The University "must accept the supplemental students and
serve them as it has the full-time students."
The department of continuing education offers non-credit courses
through its Community College ~ogram. It can offer credit courses
only when it has the cooperation of the main academic departments
such as the School of Business and Administrative Sciences, Trujillo
said.
A member of the faculty must want to teach the course, and the
academic department must approve it, before credit can be given.
"There is a crying need for business and para-professional Jaw
courses," he said. Courses in general liberal arts, in education and in
allied health are also in constant demand, he said.
"For three years I have been saying that the University should be
offering a greater percentage of its courses in the evening. Up to now
there has been little response, but the tone seems to be changing," he
said.
He said more departments are offering courses in the. evening.
''The problem with the courses taught at night is that they are mostly
in the 300, 400 and 500 level and require introductory courses. A lot
of adults trying to take these courses have no way to get the necessary
prerequisites, and therefore end up not taking anything."

University Area Voting Statistics
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These are the tabulated results of
the University area precincts in the
national and local elections. It
should be noted that some of the
legislative (House of Representatives) and senatorial districts
overlap. The legislative districts
used in the chart are ll and 18 while
the senate district is 16.
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''The Zio.nistldea-Has It Worked?'.'

P...

A lecture by internationally known author & professor emeritus
of humanities at Brandeis University

Marie Syrkin
Contributor to: Commentary, Dissent,
The Saturday Review of Literature
Author of the Authoritative Biography;
Golda Meir ·Israel's Leader

Sunday, November 7, 1976
8 p.m. Woodward Hall
Admission $4, Students $2
Tickets available at the door
Presented by Experiment in Jewish Learning
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Oregon Goes to the Loser

(Formerly held in SUB)

. PORTLAND, Ore.-President Ford has won Oregon's six electoral votes in the presidential race he lost to Jimmy Carter.
· Oregon, although its unofficial vote count still was incomplete,
narrowed the count down to mathematically eliminate Carter's chances of winning. It was the closes.( presidential race in Oregon's
History.
Marion County, where the state capital is located at the county seat
of Salem, completed its absentee count Thu!sday, and clinched the six
electoral votes for Ford.

Now At 533 Louisiana SE
Sun. Nov. 7
12 noon-4:30pm

rr~Chin'liiioft:oeptance
Supported
. .

Comic Book

Flea Market

5203 Lomas NE
266-6347

Enrich your life
Meet today's challenges
Enroll in. Bible

''

Description

COMPANY~

.

WASHINGTON-United Nations Ambassador William Scranton
P.merged from a meeting with President Ford Thursday saying the
:Jnited States should give diplomatic recognition to China.
Scranton also told reporters he did not believe Jimmy Carter's
11reign policy will differ much from that of the Ford .administration
• ..;cept perhaps for "metho~ology and atmosphere."

30 PERCEJVcr OFF
SHERWOOD

Top rated receivers fro in a top-rated American firm
at 30% off list price if you purchase your speakers ~nd
either a turntable or tape deck at regular . system pnce.s
at the same time. Or if you . prefer, buy JUSt the re~et·
ver and save 20% off list at our normal ~ystem pnce.
Quantities ;are limited, terms are cash Wit~ no layaw;ays, and all prices include wood cabinets.

515 Central Ave. NW

Tom Davies
Book Shop

.CCX)

The Gizmo Store

218 Central, S.W.

Sporting Goods

302 Central SW

308 Central
Look at our book bins on
tbe sidewalk, all the books
you can carry, $1.00

Reg. $15.95

"Serving UNM For 30 years"

$9.!i5

students with these
specials

NUr.4DU!I

418 CENTRAL5W
843.?55!;1

NU1o4D£R%

112.00 MONTGOMERY NE

Nu~o~ntR

2.132 C"NTRAL SE
2JI2·0694

Barden
Wool Shirts·
Reg. $16.95

$12.95

Lee Denim Jackets
Reg. $20.00
$11.00

29o4·2026

3

"All The News That's .Fit To Read"

Leather. Coats
Reg. $110.00

Ney's
Jewelry
SOOJo Sale

$89.95

100% Cotton·
Flannel Shirts
Reg. $9.99

$6.99

Triple L Denim Shirts
Reg. $15.98
$10.98
Navy Style
Heavy Wool Blend Shirts
$9.98

• Discounts for
large group
purchases
• Monogramming
• Scented and
decorated
Candles
• Posters
• Plaques
• Incense
• Village Bath
The Card And
Party Shoppe

400 Central, S.W.
·~

With This Ad

=

-tt~

We Do All T)·pes Of R~palrs

508 Central SW
242-6526

• Love Cards
• Contemporary
Cards
• Personal
Expressions

Party
Department

The Gizmo Welcomes all

VoitCB-2
Basketball

Personalized
Christmas Cards
10% Off
Order Today!

Complete
Card
Department

247-4347

514 Central SW

Student Discount
With 1.0.

616 Central SW

Custom And Repair Work Done

mAYJ

By United Press International

Fine Indian Jewelry,
pottery and Carvings.

Tony Lama And Justin Boots
Stetson And Resistol Hats
Comfy Outer Wear
Gross Suits

90

156

!Since 1907)

Large Selection Of Leather Coats
Available In All Styles

All Of Our Popular Sheet Music

173
144
145

214
242
232
266
204

Wrights Indian
Trading Post Inc.

Albuquerque's
Most Complete
Leather Shop

$1.00 Off
Any Purchase
Of$5 Or More
With This Ad

m

439

Center

87

58
181

197

189
173
226
89
106
161

Cl

UNM's
Shopping

57

209
130
261
176

264
122
167

"'

Cl

164
2~5

129

·;:;

Downtown
Albuquerque

NM House
Dist.18

~~w~

Cowtown Boot Co .

Greek 1412
Bible 23tH
.Bible 4360
·oible1301

u

Cl

NM Senate
Dist, 16

\l]CJ.)~(L[!)

12.95
Wrangler 11.95

Course

.I:

279

)Boots $33.00 · Levis

'·'

E

230
393
220
310

)

66094thNW
Northdale Shopping Center
344-6270 .

....
.'!:::

192

For all your needs in we$tern apparel.
Right up the street from UNM

'\

a:

154
ISO
135
149

Grand Opening

.Bestdeal in town

US Senate

'

Downtown Only

~

Time

9·10:30 Mon. Wed. Fri.
Old Testament Survey 10:30-12 Mon. Wed.
Galations and Romans 10:30-12 Tues. Thurs.
Life Of·Christ
6:30-9:30 Tues. Night

Men's Lined CPO
And
Lined Corduroy
$14.99

JCPenney

F'ees-$5.00 per course
Registration-At Christian Student Center or at first class meeting

Men's Athletic
Tube Socks
3 For$1.99

410 Central, S.W.

Alternate
scheduling available
,,
Eight ~easons for Enrolling

'J'o

. ·J.
tniilih my tlrlde~landi ng l)f God'~ Word.
2. To slrengihert my faith as a· Chri~tian.
3. To understand my role as a servant of God.
4. To undeiStand the value or my 5Qul.
S. To obtaii/'tije.proper philosophy o_(iire.
6. To bala~ct my academic development.
•
1., To.li$4: my elec!i\'e5 where lhey.count most.
.s. "~:o~~et:a goode-ample torotheHi ro fallow.

The Sherwood. S1310 StereoJOynaquad receiver with 40 watts R.MS/,
channel min.,,less than 0.5% distortion, and FM sensitivity of 1.8uv.
·
. SOuND IDEAS SYSTEM SALE PRICE- $266.00
·
Regular system price- $333
·Suggested list price· $380
....
·. .
.

,

.

·Sound Ideas is open Monday through Friday 10·5, Saturday 9·5, and Monday .at1d
Thursday evenings until 8:00pm.
· ·.'

CHRISTIAN STODENT CENTER
130 GIRARD

NE

J
'•

Men's Pullover Sweaters
Assorted Patterns & Colors·
Compare At $20.00
$9.88

Ladies 11 o/o Polyester &
Cordorouy Slacks
Assorted Colors & Sizes
$2.99
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Letters
Editorials
Opinions

Perspective
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Editorial

· American Myth

Shakespeare Suffers from In lnnovo.tiveness

0

"R

Regardless of the contest, Carter or Ford, Kennedy or Nixon, the United

::;E the President of the United States.
~
Under our present system of presidential elections, going back to the
Z original founding fathers, the next president is still decided by the U.S.
"<~". Electoral College.
~
No matter who wins the majority vote of the American public, the next
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Dorm Resident Advisors: A Definition
Editor:
lo regard to the letter in the Nov.
"3 LOBO concerning the "clean-up"
in Coronado Hall, it is evident that
Ms. Kuehn does not have her facts
straight.

visors, in fact, should be commended for the ~act that at times
.
.
they have cleaned up the messes
their residen"ts have made. They are
in no way, though, hired to provide
weekend maid service.

To begin with, the resident adviso•s are not required, as part of
their jol:i, to clean up after inconsiderate residents. In this case,
the student who made the mess
should have cleaned it up. The ad-

IIUIUIIUIIIIIUIIDIODHHIIIDIDUIUIII ..I

Letters to.the editor...
·
Letters to the editor should be no longer than 250 words,
typewritten and double snaced.
. .
Sender;s name, adaress and phone nu!"ber must be n~clu~ed
. with the letter or it will not be. comudered. for pubh~atto~ ..
Names will be withheld only by agreement with the editor, m
person.
.
·
·
- If ii letter is from a group, please mclude a name, phone numbe~; and address ofa group member.
· Both letters to the editor and opinions are subject to editing
for length and for possibly libelous content. Letters may J:le
mailed to the LOBO, P.O. Box 20,'UNM, 87131 or delivered to
the LOBO newsroom, room 138, .Manon Hall.

by Garry Trudeau

Local Station
Offers Jazz, .
News, Games

Ms. Kuehn evidently has not
considered using the channels
available to her for registering her
complaint. She should not gripe
about the advisors not doing a job
they were never hired to do, but
should talk with the administration.

Editor:
I often listen to the radio and
Furthermore, we do riot cdnsider
was immensely surprised to see
your article on radio stations list $2.30 an hour to be "highly paid."
KIPC under "Other Special As for the old adage "money
Broadcasting."
You had a heading for jazz
and failed to include KIPC
DOONESBURY
which plays more jazz than
either "of the stations mentioned. It has a jazz show on
SPEGAL Pfi.OPOSA/.5?
weekdays from 9:30 a.m. to
GOOIJNI;5S, MJ! MY
WAR R£lJFERN, 711131?&
noon and from 2 to 6 p.m., not
SIMPlY HASN'T 813/.:N
to mention a show that goes
TIM/3! I
later into Saturday night.
You listed a heading for
·special news programs. Yet you
failed "to notice that KIPC has
national and world news not
only by American sources b,ut
also by the BBC (British Broadcasting Co.). There is also a
show called "All Things Con'sidered" put out by the
National Public Radio which
has short stories scanning the
breadth of all subjects.
.
It also has classical, Latin, Indian and folk music shows, not
mention an occasional football game, but best of all, no
commercials.
At the bottom of your short
article you gave a phone number to call, but added "better
yet, tune in." I suggest you take
your own- advice and tune in
before you write another article
on radio stations.

talks," perhaps we could allow this
to apply to advisors' salaries.

Next, the people you see
"passing out newspapers" are not
advisors, they are desk attendants.
Perhaps you would rather pay for
your own newspaper every day
rather than having the service of
being able to check them out at the
desk.
Finally, if Ms. Kuehn does not approve of the way her "great deal of
money" is being used, we suggest
she look for her "luxurious accommodations" elsewhere! She
won't be missed .
Coronado Residents:
Charles Padilla
Tomas Soto
Margie Gillespie
Julie Lenhart
Dennis Garcia
Louis Mondragon
Loret Gervais

Theater Review by Alan Dumas
pace and split-second timing)
For some reason no one around becomes an excuse for a bunch of
here finds it possible to leave a leotard-clad dancers to practice the
Shakespearean play intact. Between most
tedious
choreography
the strobe lights, the modern dance imaginable for what seems like
and the rock-and-roll music, five of hours on end. I had hoped Robert
the Bard's plays have been Hartung would be the man to resist
thoroughly butcherid in the last this kind of nonsense, but he has
three years. Why do our directors joined the ranks of directors who
insist
on
tampering ' with feel that Shakespeare offers a good
Shakespeare? Do they feel opportunity to experiment with
Shakespeare has nothing to say to tiresome theatrical forms that
the modern audience, or that the ceased to be innovative 10 years
plays as they stand do not present ago.
enough of a challenge to their
directorial skill? Albuquerque has
As is usually the case with this
yet to see a single Shakespeare kind of affair, Hartung got so
competently performed, and still involved with his commedia
·we have people who are sure they concept he let almost everything
can improve upon the work of the else go completely to hell. While his
Master.
large chorus jumps gleefully around
in stop-action choreography, his
The latest offering in this line is a actors wander aimlessly around in
commedia del arte version of The search of a character. Every time
Taming of the Shrew. To be sure, the leads approach a crucial scene
there are worse things you can do to they are pushed into the
Shakespeare, but what the Theatre background by a bunch of
Arts Dept. has done is sufficiently bellowing extras that have the
awful to make anyone cringe. ·A collective personality of a paper
great comic scene like the wedding cup.
of Petruchio and Kate (the humor
The commedia form offered
of which depends on a lightning

nothing new qr valuable to the play
and served only to ruin some of
Shakespeare's
finest
comic
characters. Grumio, Petruchio's
clownish servant, is a part that

.Unsighed

edltatials represent a
maJorltv, opinion· Of the D'aily lobo

Staff •. Ali. other columns:, l;:iuto-ans

and letters tepresent the opinittn
of the authbf and tfo not necassarilv
reflect 'the Views of 1he stMf,

LOBO
Review
of the
movies

demands to be underplayed a good
deal of the time. In the hands of
David Cohen the part becomes a
horribly exaggerated series of
physical contortions and highpitched screams. There is not a
trace of subtlety in his performance, and this is Hartung's
most inexcusable error. Patricia

better. Jim Carpenter's stage reason enough for any interested
presence is tremendous, and his
countenance alone nearly set the party to attend the play. But be ye
play on its feet. His Petruchio is
warned: this production falls ·far
calm and self-assured, with more
short of its comic potential and
than enough strength to dominate
unless vou have the patience of a
the action of the play when Hartung gives him half a chance. Tracy saint y~u will probably find it more
Conway as Kate is also quite good, conducive to tears than laughter.

The Ftont: Sometimes lntetesting
The Front is showing at the
'Louisiana Mall Cinema, a/2, 4, 6, 8
and I 0 p.m.

only differences here are that Allen
is given a smaller amount of funny
dialogue, and he was asked to be a
bit more serious than usual. Allen
makes this rather small transition
easily. His performance is one of
the film's virtues.
Allen plays Howard Prince, a
cashier and occasional loan shark
who is approached by his long-time
writer friend Alfred Miller (Michael
Murphy), a communist supporter.
Because of the blacklist, Miller
cannot get his work sold, and he
asks Howard to "front" for him;
that is, for Howard to put his own
name on Miller's scripts. Howard
agrees.
The Front is• mainly about
Howard's conflicting emotions as
he begins to realize what the blacklist can really do to people. Since
He>"'ard receives 10 per cer' of the

money for Miller's scripts (and,
eventually, two other writers' work)
he can now buy a new apartment,
fancy clothes, and other newly
affordable items and Howard
obviously enjoys this fact. But he
also sees the not-so-wholesome,
occasionally destructive effects the
black-list brings about: a TV
producer (Herschel Bernardi)
follows the orders of his superiors
and is forced to fire many of his
suspected employees, of which a
few are his own personal friends, a
black-listed comedian (Zero
Mastel) must spy on Howard in
order to get a few low-paying jobs;
moronic ad vcrtiscrs virtually
control the networks, telling the
producers who to fire.
The film's climatic scene, and the
best one in the film, takes place
W<HUinued oh Page 7}
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Movie Review by Dan Hnmcnick
The Front is a d' ;appointing
movie, and isn't really very good,
but it is worth seein, if only for
minor reasons. Dirr ·tor Martin Ritt
and writer Walter 3ernstein have
fashioned an amazh1gly unexciting
look at what sho. '1 have made an
emotionally charged story, namely,
how a small group of people are
personally affected by the linAmerican Activities committee's
., suspected comblacklistir.
munists in the t~"'!" I 950's.
The film stars Woody Allen, who
may not s~-·· the right type of
personality to ue in this type of
t"ilm. In reality, the character he
plays is not much different from his
roles in his previous comedies. The

A Fine Drinking Establishment

Board

0

Springer was also badly misdirected
although her submissive wife is "
S
as Bignca and seems for most of the more convincing that hea· shrewish ~
>;
play an even less desirable woman hellcat. These two, along with v.
than her sister.
The two leads fare a good deal Ellery Edwards as Baptista, are ~

~---------------------------------------------- --~

to

Editorial

c:r
<

v States population is still voting under the perpetual myth that they elect

p.. president is decided by the majority of electoral votes allotted each state.
The popular vote has only served as an indicator as to whom each state
might prefer as pr~sident.
Our so-called founding fathers enacted the electoral collage as an
emergency measure to make sure that those allowed to cast their ballots
were knowledgeable enough to select a president. It was along these same
measures that the same founding fathers deCided that the right to vote
. would only be guaranteed to those individuals who were white, male land
owners. These men simply reflected their times.
In the same light, our society no longer limits the right to vote to white,
male land owners but has recognized that each individual is guaranteed a
God-given right to select their d~stiny. As such, our society should extend
this right to its fullest and guarantee that the American population be
allowed to vote-in the next president.
We have struggled throughout the ages to preserve the individual's
rights in this country and have labeled it Democracy.
We believe that a label of democracy can hardly be applied to an area
where a single individual's vote no longer counts but is simply an indicator
of how that state's electoral votes should be cast.
Democrat or Republican, Liberal or Conservative, each individual
cltizen's voice in this country should be heard.
Under the present electoral college system, the right to vote is reduced
to that of a liberal monarchy where the voice is heard but not necessarily
followed.
Our newest representative to the United State~. Senate is Harrison
"Jack" Schmitt and as he was apparently elected by a mandate of the
New Mexico voters, we simply request that the same circumstances which
caused his election be applied to the President of the United States. We
humbly request that democracy realize its fullest potential.
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·Bergman Studies Society
By Psychiatric Imagery

Go 5 Miles N. Of Bernalillo
On I-25 To Algodones Exit

Face to Face is showir_zg at Don
Poncho's at 7 and 9:35p.m.
Movie Review by Daniel Gibson
Will someone please tell me I am
real, that life isn't a dream? This is
Live Ullmann's silent, but
desperate cry to friends, husband,
fellow doctors and her daughter in
Ingmar Bergman's newest movie
Face to Face.
It is the story of a woman falling
apart before the camera's eye. It is
also a story about the collective
mental climate of today's people.
In the movie, nothing is stated; our
feelings about Jenny (Liv
Ullmann) and how people are
'viewing and reacting to the world
today are all brought into focus by
Bergman's masterful use of
suggestion.
The movie opens with the titles
running over a background of
moving water. The water swirls and
constantly changes its color and
form. Jenny's face then appears in
the center of the screen.
Ambiguously she looks to her left,
then right, then stops with her face
looking right at the audience-and
smiles.
Jenny is a doctor. of mental
health. Her husband and she are
separated, and she is going to stay
with her grandparents as the movie
begins. Berg\flan silently follows
Jenny as she settles into her old
surroundings in her grandparents'
house. Her first night in the old
house she has a frightening dream
of an old woman, gray hair
wrapped in a bun on her head.
She is invi'ted to a party and there
she meets Tomas, an older man she
becomes attracted to. He takes her
to his home, which he informs her
used to be very lovely whe!l a
woman was around .to care for it.
After a brief argument concerning a
trip to his bedroom Jenny leaves in
a taxi.
She is· called to a house to see a
patient who is having some trouble.
There a man tries to rape Jenny as
the patient lies unconscious in the
next room and another man calmly
looks on. Her assailant, though,
. finds her "too cramped and dry;"

~······················································································································-' ~

I. The LOBO' Guide to the movies i.i
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CQmpiled by Orland() Medina
w.hich appears at 7:40 and 9:10
escape puberty by kidnapping other from a Japanese novel centered- then get the same thrill at Death

her in the hospital that she must not
die, but cannot tell her why. He
tells her to count to 10, and when
she gets to 10, to begin again. In
another dream a woman peels off a
mask over her face to reveal a mass

and gives up in disgust.
Later she is again at Tomas'
house, She asks him to sleep with
her but not .to touch her, only
"hold my hand if it's necessary."
She asks for some sleeping pills and
once in bed begins to tell of her
near-rape. She tells him that once
on the floor she wanted the act.
committed. At this revelation she
begins to laugh, first lightly, then
hysterically. Her laughs turn to
terrible sobs and tears, and, as
Tomas comes to her, back to
laughs. This fit continues for
several minutes. When it is all over
she asks Tomas to send her home.
The next morning, bright
Sunday, her grandparents leave for
the country, and Jenny decides
she's had enough of life. She
swallows a bottle's worth of pills
and then lies down on her bed. She
says, "I'm not scared, or lonely, or
sad. In fact it's pleasant." She
begins to trace a pink line on the
wallpaper next to the bed, and bells
ring in the backgound. The camera
pans around the room to some
photographs, a painting of a
windmill and to a thermometer. It
is as if Bergman is saying only in
these physical realities is there
sureness and constancy.

GUILD THEATRE- Starting
tonight is Fellini's The Clowns, a
tribute to the circus. Call265-0220.
ENCORE- An old academyaward winner for the best foreign
film, Z is shown once at 8:35 p.m.
It displays political intrigue in a
dictator-held
Greece.
Also
showing, Elvira Madigan is
European version of Love Story
that competes with the Six-Million
Dollar Man for slow motion.
Shows at 7 and 10:40 p.m. ·
DON
PANCHO'SLiv
Ullmann in lngmar Bergman's Face
to Face. See review on page 6.
Shows at 7 and 9:35p.m.
HILAND- A moving story of a
sexless young boy, who wishes to

(Continued rrom PageS)
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when Howard is called upon to
witness for the Un-American
Activities Committee. This scene is
a triumph for Howard: he refuses
to implicate his friends. It is a very
powerful scene, and the audience I
saw it with broke into instantaneous applause when it was
over. This should have been the end
of the picture, but, unfortunately,
it was not. Instead, we get an iticredi bly unbelieveable, seemingly
tacked-on sequence to serve as a
finale.
This is only the end of a series of
mistakes which run throughout The
Front. All of these faults' could
have been cured during production.
The first of these, and perhaps
the most important, is Walter
Bernstein's screenplay. Bernstein,
like the director and many members
of the cast, was a victim of the
black-list. The script should have
given us some people to care about,
to empathize with, since the writer
obviously felt so strongly about his
subject. What we do get is a good
story but no interesting people.
Only Howard, the nebbish, seems ·
in any way real while the others
appear to be nothing more· than
one-dimensional roles looking to be
filled by actors. For instance, we
are never given any backgroun~ .
information on Alfred Miller and
his fellow black-listed writers. We
care nothing about them because
we know nothing about them.
Herschel Bernardi and Michael
Murphy are very good in their
roles. Zero Mastel, however,
overacts, although he does have a
nice, quiet scene with Allen toward
the end. Andrea Marcovicci is too
quiet for her character.
Martin Ritt's direction is what I
found to be the film's biggest flaw.
Ritt has made some very ·good,
technically masterful productions
before, such as Hud and Sounder.
In The Front, Ritt has opted to do
the film in ear!Y '50s style,
something like a Playhouse 90. This
was a ridiculous decision. He may
have felt he could catch the spirit of
the '50's better this way, but it does
not work. The Front looks terrible,
almost (but not quite) as visually

media
of open wounds. Jenny looks on in
horror, and quickly turns around,
telling the woman to "remember to
take your medicine."

Early in the movie, it's sa1d tile
first scourge of mankind is mental
illness and the second is the curing
of it. Whether or not you agree with
these suggestions, Face to Face
succeeds as a movie. It is filmed in
beautiful color and is acted out
excellently. And it succeeds as no
other film in portraying the
vacuous, uncertain, materially
Her suicide attempt is a failure, plentiful but spiritually droughtand she awakens in the hospital stricken times of the '70's.
with Tomas at her side.
The film is showing at Don
Pancho's. Go take a look at Liv
Ullmann as Jenny and see if she
isn't you, face to face .

I will tell rto more of the outcome
of the movie, to leave something
for anyone wishing to see the film.
But there is a lot to say. Tomas tells
"1 •

Carolina Yahnc, dance therapist and coun~clor,

will speak at the Honors Center Fri., Nov. Sat 1:30
p.m. on body movement, rclttxmion and dance

therapy. Coffee free.

Artist needed IO help illustrate brochure for NM-

PfRG.Coruact Michael Huston at277-2752.
i
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Pratt's
Triangle Lounge
Direct From Denver

••fiver''
With The Triangle's

Midnite Dance Contest
First Prize - $25
Second- Pitcher of Sunrises
Friday and Saturday

Film showing The Salt ojlhe Earth-a true story or
labor struggle in Silver Chy. To be shown at Queen of
Heaven Church Sun.j Nov. 7 and Mon, Nov. 8 at 7
p.m. Donatlons will be taken at the door for th~:
Albuquerque Public School workers !>till out of a job,

LOUISIANA MALL- Two kJVe
stories and a communist purge at
the triple theatres.
The Sailor Who Fell From Grace
With the Sea is a tender adaptation

.... 'The Front'

Atts

Dream sequences dominate the
film after this point. We see that
Jenny's grandmother was a cruel
woman at times, who humiliated
Jenny's father before Jenny's eyes,
and once locked her in a closet. In
one dream Jenny encounters her
parents. She wants to talk with
them, to communicate her love to
them, but they walk out a door and
Jenny finds it locked behind them.
· She pounds on the door and cries.
At last they return, but Jenny turns
in a rage and beats on them.

children and subjecting them to the
wrath of a leacherous old man with
a claw for a hand. Walt Disney's
Peter Pan plays at 9:25 and Gus at
7:40p.m.
FOX-WINROCK- Laurence
Olivier develops from instant
Poloroids to a kindly old ex-Nazl
dentist in Marathon Man. Dustin
Hoffman is the unwilling subject
who has to do more than spit and
rinse. Presented at 7:30 and 9:45
p.m.

Council fot Opporl unity in Graduate Management
Education representative, Anne Bcniscb, will \lisit
UNM Fri., Nov. S at 1~30 p.m. Will be discussing
fellowships for minority students in graduate
management training. Call George Sandoval at 2772531.
Blue Key will have a meeting Sun., Nov. 7 at 1:30
p.m. in Holmna Lounge. Jrunabtc to attend, contact
Sue Johnson, Bob Lester or Barb Wiard.
Mortar Board wll1 incct Sun., Nov. 7 at 1:30 p.m.
Refer to nr:wslctler for place.

Bring A Date
Tuesday Thru Saturday

Ladies 2 For 1
7-9
Now Appearing

. . Blue Sky'

Don't Forget Our
6 ft. T.V. Screen For All Sports Events
And Our Great Lunches 11-2:30

cheap as Billy Jack or Earthquake.
Woody Allen's acting, Dave
Grusin's score (one of this year's
best), and some amusing lines can
be considered merits, but, to me,
The Front is. a very overrated,
intermittently interesting film.
What is really disappointing is that
it could have been, and should have
been, much better than it is.

around a voyerist's view of a sailor Riders. Shows at 7:45 and 9:30
in port and the woman who shivers p.m.
GALE RIA
TWIN
his timber. Kris Kristofferson and
THEATRES- Dustin Hoffman
Sara Miles roll around at 7:30 and talks dirty in Lenny and looks dirty
9:30p.m.
in Midnight Cowboy.
It's another return run for
Lenny is the typical American
Romeo and Juliet. Plenty of good success story of a comedian who
Shakespearean
family
en- helps • his wife become bisexual,
tertainment with copulation and a continually gets busted and dies
double suicide. Shows at 7:05 and from an overdose. Showing at 7:30
9:40p.m.
p.m.
Woody Allen in a serious perMidnight Cowboy stars Jon
formance in The Front. See review Voight and Dustin Hoffman.
on page 5.
Showing at 9:30p.m.
THE MALL CINEMA- Not
The second screen features John
quite the answer to the next oil Wayne and Lauren Bacall in The
embargo and closer to riding the Shootist. He sure rides a horse well
bus from the north parking lot, at 7:40and9:30p.m.
Walt Disney's Gnomemobile runs
SUNSHINE- Errol Flynn and
at 7:25 and 9:05p.m.
Olivia de Haviland in Captain
MONTGOMERY PLAZA- Blood and Robin Hood. Blood at
The triple theatre features:
9:15p.m. and Hood at 7:30 P..m.
M-Pinza One- A Dirty Knight's
HOFFMANTOWN- Rubbing
Work at 7:45 and 9:30p.m.
your bedmate the wrong way is the
M-Piaza Two- To the Devii... A best way to provide energy in the
Daughter. Showing at 7:45 and 9:30 sci-fi flick called The Sex Machine
p.m.
M-Plaza Three- Scorchy at 7:45
and 9:35p.m.
EASTDALE- If you haven't
ever negotiated a turn on the fiveway intersection on the corner of
Copper and Carlisle at 5:05 p.m.,

Pratt's New Triangle Lounge
Corner Of Central
Girard

•

The Cultural Program Committee
The Associated Students, UNM

Popejoy Hall
present

GRAMMY AWARD WINNER

BEST SONG

· 7 and 9:15pm

SUB Theatre

41!00 San Mateo Blvd. N E

$1.00

p.m.
tl
CINEMA EAST- Jodie Foster, ~
a second-class Tatum O'Neal, 't=.
enacts cute but slightly dirty o
Reader's Digest jokes in Echoes of g"
a Summer at 7:30 and 9:30p.m.
Meanwhile Lee Marvin and o
Oliver Reed try to put on another rii
Cat Balleau in The Great Seoul and
Cathouse Thursday but should Q
have really recreated the Old West v.
and died many years ago.
:_.
LOS ASTOS- The double ::l
theatre brings Redd Foxx and ~
Pearle Baily in Norman Is That
You? and All the President's Men.
Norman in theatre one at 7:45 and
9:30 p.m. and President's Men at 7
and 9 p.m.
SUB THEATRE- Tonight is
Hester Street, a story of immigrants
at 7 and 9:15 p.m. Saturday night is
the true story of good ol' boys bein'
down right neighborly in John
Connally's neighborhood-Texas
Chain Saw Massacres. Shows at 7
and9:15

z
!;.

- "****
(HIGHEST RATING)

CHINATOWN' IS AN ALTOGETHER UNEXPECTED
TRIUMPH! A RICH, INVENTIVE MURDER MYSTERY
OF DEEPENING COMPLEXITY AND TANTALIZING
TWISTS. JACK NICHOLSON IS SO GOOD THAT THEY
HAD BEITER BEGIN IMMEDIATELY TO POLISH
UP AN OSCAR:'-Kathleen Carroll, N.Y. Daily News

"SEND IN THE CLOWNS";

BROADWAY'S BEST MUSICAL
WINNER 6 TONY AWARDS
.
WINNER N.Y. DRAMA CRITICS AWARIT·""·-~.
'

GORDON CROWE Presents

MIDNITE

MOVIE

FOX

WINRQCK WJ~~bcK
CINTIR

~98·5445

WITH AN ALL STAR BROADWAY CAST

..
LET'S TALK ABOUT

Joan Micklin Silver
Starring
Karol Cane and
Steven Keats

Saturday night
·Texas Chainsaw
Massacre

i:S.

80

,M . • .

Friday night
Hester Street
· directed by

.Happy Hour 4:30·-6:

~

Second Feature

A Man and a Woman
FINAL WEEKI
Tonight It

7:451:40

· Lok .

]013 CENT~ AI lli'f
HIS 47MI

1'

Tickets $9.00, $8.00, $7.00, $6.00, $5.00
UNM Students Y2 price
Wednesday, November 17 8:15p.m.
Tickets Going Fast!

M'l'!.illr.I#ILZi j,W.:C
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Popejoy Hall
presents
A Very Special Film

Los
Tarantos

Ab'sttact Paintings Show
At Jonson Gallety Nov. 7
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Spanish version of "Romeo and Juliet" se.t in Barcelona an.d
its sensual Flamenco. Much of the passwn of the play IS
expressed in dance. In color. Spanish dialogue-English
· sub-titles.
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Wednesday, Nov. 10 7:30p.m.
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Tickets-Adults $2.00-Students $1.50
UNM Fac/Staff $1.50
Tickets at door from 6:30p.m.
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Stybotski's Absttacts

cootS

GO Oz.

cootS

Pitcher

cootS

$1~95
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By John Carnahan
charcoal, pastels and acrylic paint.
About 18 abstract paintings by Most of the larger paintings in this
UNM art instructor Jeanette exhibition were done with acrylic
Styborski will be previewed Nov. 7 paint and the use of an airbrush.
at Jonson Gallery. To kick off the The largest painting measures 8 ft.
Fresh Popcorn
exhibition, there will be a reception by 5 ft.
from 3 to 6 p.m. on the same day at
Ambiguous close-ups of folds,
1~25 & Lomas
the Gallery. The reception will be punctures, tears and other abuses
open to the general public.
any physical surface may receive
Styborski employs a variety of compose the imagery of these
Students
Welcome
UNM
mixed media in her work such as abstract paintings. "l also work
with shapes associated with
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1/ physical tension," said Styborski.
"These are shap~ we see in our
everyday world, such as the coil. I
have used the shape of the coil with
different variations in my paintings
for years."
Due to Styborski's interest in
physical surfaces, there is very lit.tle
·depth of field in her paintings.
Most of the 18 paintings soon to
go on display are not titled. "I

cootS

•
·~

II

coors

COotS

cootS

generally like the viewer to read
what ever he prefers into my
paintings without my influence,"
said Styborski.
The artist has been instructing art
classes at UNM for the past three
semesters. She is a graduate of San
Jose State University in California
with a masters degree in studio art.
She is originally from Long Island,

SEGER&
THE SILVER BULLET BAND

N.Y.
Styborski displayed several
paintings in the Faculty Art Show
at UNM at the Fine Arts Museum
last year. Her works have also
shown in Hechsher Museum and at
Brentwood Art Center in Los
Angeles, Ca.
This is her first one-woman
showing in New Mexico.
Her paintings will be displayed
until Dec. 3.

WED., NOVEMBER lOth
8:00PM

.,

~

CIVIC AUDITORIUM
TICKETS AT

ALBUQUERQUE TICKET AGENCY (Coronado Center)
833·1080
MAVNORDS (Old Town)
L.P. GOODBUV- BUDGET TAPES & RECORDS
CANDVMAN (Santa Fe)
TICKETS: $6-$6.50 (Day of Show)
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The Cultural Program Committee
of the Associated Students UNM

1720 Central SE

Popejoy Hall

Pitcher BEER s1 ~25
Fridays 3~5 ·p.m.

Present

-

Monday, Nov. 8
8:15p.m.

The

"'iffy Gritty
Dirt Band

A clown, A musician, A mime, An actor, An impersonator
A personality, The like of which you'-ve never seen.

with the

As manager of Popejoy Hall, I cannot resist the temptation to urge you to
see this remarkable performance. His reviews across the nation, wherever
he has performed, have been superlative.

Billy Speers Band

November 15

Cadillac· Bob
All Weekend

Popejoy Hall

8- p.m.

Tickets Available At: ·

General Store (Both Locations) • Candyman In Santa Fe
SUB Box Office for Student Discounts

Tickets Available now at Popejoy Hall Box Office 277-3121
Adults $7 .00, 6.00, 5 .00, 4.00, 3.00
UNM Students, Faculty& S~affjll p:.r:...:i.:::ce========-1
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HAPPY Starting ~ I
HOUR At5:00p.m. I
Dance To
I
Tennessee Walker
I

Restaurant- Saloon'''\

Fri. And Sat Night

1 • All cocktails
• Coors Beer

891

.............

I
62 oz. Pitcher .......... $1.591
18 oz. Schooner ... · ... · · · · · · ,491
I
12 oz. Mug ................• 39
I . Absolutely The Best Prices In Town891
I
I
I
I
A Continental Beer Garden
I 39 Coronado Center Lower.Level --I
Pina Coladas, Mai Tais, Tequills Sunrises .... ·•

Featuring the GYRO-.A Unique Greek Sandwich
Out For A. Night On The Town? Use Us As
Your WateringHole

-·-----·-·--..

--

I

Lobo Stickers Will Try
To Reverse Losing Ways
The UNM women's field hockey team will try and.
get back to its winning ways today and Saturday at a
tournament in Arizona.
The "Big Plaid Machine" swept through its own
Field Hockey Fiesta and had two wins over Santa Fe
Prep before traveling to Utah last week where it
suffered through a miserable weekend. The Lobos lost
three out of four games.
This weekend's tourney will be'the final regularseason competition for UNM before the Intermountain Conference championships. They will also
be in Tucson, but on Nov. 12-13.
This morning, the Lobos play California State
University at Long Beach at 9:30. They play
California State Polytechnic University at 3:30p.m.

Fine Clothing'For Men And Women

200Jo Off

l

today.
Saturday, the Lobos take on San Diego State at
10:30 a.m. and Arizona's "B" team in the afternoon.
Arizona and Brigham Young will also be competing
in the tourney. UNM, Arizona and BYU have already
earned berths in the conference regional playoffs due
to a lack of teams in the southern district.
UNM ·coach Bev Quinlan said the Lobo had worked
on "movement toward the ball and different
techniques of receiving passes. Mostly we're concerned with the things we didn't do well in Utah."
UNM halfback Rebecca Whealan said the Lobos
"really didn't have it together in Utah. We weren't
passing the ball or scoring when we had the ball in the
other team'send."

I
I
I

In a game with about as much
importance as the race for dog
catcher in Waldo, N.M.; the New
Mexico Lobos will try to snap a
three-game losing streak Saturday
in Salt Lake City against the 1-6
Utah Utes.
Three weeks ago at this time, the

Lobos were sitting high in the
catbird's seat and were in a position
to control their own fate by winning
the rest of their WAC games. But
the Wolfpack dropped a heartbreaker to Wyoming, 24-23, which
made the conference crown a
difficult goal. The next week, the

Lobos were schalumped by Arizona
State 31-15, and that made this year
just another also-ran campaign.
Last Saturday, in a most
humiliating defeat, down-state rival
New Mexico State traveled to
Albuquerque and shocked the
Lobos, 16-7.
Utah's only win has come over
UTEP, whom almost everyone has
beaten, and they've lost to such
powers as Rice, Oregon, Iowa State
and Utah State.
The Utes' problem has come in
the area of points - they give up
too many. In seven games, they've
allowed an average of 33 points per
contest, highest in the WAC.
Utah leads this series with a 12-5l record and this will be the 19th
meeting. The Lobos won in
Albuquerque last year to break a
three-game win streak by the Utes.
Utah
quarterback
Dan
Hagemann is second in the WAC
total offense category. He's 2nd in
passing and 14th in rushing.
UNM's Noel Mazzone is 5th in

,I

I
I

To All
I
•

.

Lobos Face Utes In ~so What' Tilt

I

I

Scorpios
1425 Central NE
Albuquerque N.M. 842-6261

I.

UNMSkiCiub

Telluride Ski Trip

.'

January 9-16, 1977
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For information call842-8569
$50.00
Due

By George Gesner
Three weeks of rigorous soccer

HYP
Comprehensive training in all
phases of hypnosis for
professionals and laypersons.
Learn applications for personal and professional
development in all areas of human achievement.

- FREE CONSULTATION 6811 or write:

CENTER FOR HYPNOSIS
TRAINING & CONSULTATION

~<'9 Gfo'j,
o\~ Friday
~ Special ";

'9

Smoked Keller
Farms Turkey
Drumstick
W/Cup Of Soup
Large Vegetarian
Salad Wi<:>(JUf.l

matches will culminate in the
Intramural Soccer Tournament
starting this Monday.
The first seed in the tournament
goes to Santo's, as they had a
perfect season in League I. The
second seeded team is the Paper
Tigers (The Daily LOBO's) who
ended up in first place in League II
with a 3-1 record tied with the third
seeded Art Department.

~'"01f:i.W~;.

;. j

The Mountain Chalet has Down Jacketsl
.• I'

I
'

FINAL SOCCf:R STANDINGS
League l

1. Santo1s
2. Gomez.'$

4.()

3, CrampOn _Kickers

4. Las: Galllnas
S. Joules

3·1
2-2
1-3
0-4 (forfeit)

League 11

I.PapcrTigers
2. Art Department
3, Slgma Chi uA 11

4, Rock Slars:
S.NCHO

COPIES

3-1
3-1
2·2
1-3
1·3
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6307 Menaul NE
881-5223 .
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By Tim Gallagher

q

For The Finest. In Fiber Artistry. Unique And Funky Hand·
crdted Toys, Clothing And
Home Decorations.

843-6694
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Bustin' for a
Challenge?
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WHAT AWAY
To BuY SKIS ...

1I<YBEFOR6
'loll BUY/

.

IJ
i:;;

H.COOK'S

LOBO*
ski plan
*Lease Or Buy
Option

Here's how
it works:
~·~Let Cook's ski experts
custom fit your ski outfit
... brand new skis. boots,
bindings and poles,
complete, ready to use.

·-· ·•ay (or charge) our
low SO'ecial season lease
nr' .• e .. .it's actually less
then renting a used outfitfor an active weekend
skier.
(3) At the end of
the season, pay (or
charge) the Lease Option
Balance (it's much less
than.another season's
rental). and the whole
outfit is yours!

ra~;·,ds

_·;· U:)!.vJ1:ltt,):"i .l ilDie'
.St':uiH:;t U:11

Season lease price

Lease option halance 59.95

INCLUDES ALL THIS:
Rossignol World Cup skis125.00
Geze Plate Lite bindings ... 39.95
Ra.llye ski boots ................ .45.00
Tomic Tomic poles ........... 6.95
lnstallation ........................ 5.00
Total regular price

•
· good
sports store

.. ·_ ;_rH;'!~vi •;:w ;rlB S0m0>"5 &

h< rhe Placement
·o.itt,;o: Mesa Vista Hail
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I read this poem by Allen Ginsberg one time, which may seem like it has
little to do with the UNM football team, but hear me out •. :·.
•. •I ·
, .•
It was written from the point of view of this woman who was described
as being quite sexy. She and a man, whom she described as being wellbuilt, were trying to get it on, but things just weren't working out and she
couldn't understand why.
·
Now it really wasn't another "Love Lust," but the thrust of the p 0em
was caught rather easily. I don't know why, but that poem came ambling
through my mind last week as I watched the New Mexico State Aggies
dismantle an obviously more talented Lobo football team.
I THOUGHT THE LOBOS were like those two persons in the poem.
They really have all the talent in the world, but just aren't able to put it
together.
I think defensive end Robin Cole knew what was coming before it happened. I talked to him before the Wyoming game and he said he wasn't
really pleased with the way he had been playing. He didn't know why he
hadn't been playing up to par. I think Robin knew t)len that this team just
wasn't putting its act together.
I can't figure out why they haven't been able to put it together. The guys
on this team are extremely talented and there are very few positions where
the Lobos are out-matched by their opponents.
PERHAPS IT'S THAT YOUTH FACTOR, but that really can't hold
true because there have been games this year when the Wolfpack did play
up to its potential. I think the first half against UTEP was one of the finest
exhibitions of solid football I've ever witnessed. And when you lose by
four points to the fifth-ranked team in the nation (Texas Tech), I'd say
you played pretty' well.
But around the time of the San Jose State win, things started to fall
apart and the Lobos haven't gotten it together since then.
It's sad. I'm disappointed, but not nearly as disappointed as the seniors
who may suffer in the draft as the result of poor teamwo-rk.
I t'link Utah will beat a very "aown" New Mexico team this Saturday,

Vista
POSTAL."'
INSTANT
PRESS
2818 Central S.E.
265-3435
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Peace Corps
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In this week's soccer action
Santo's (a team that takes a fancy
in annihilating their opponents)
won by a forfeit and overpowered
the Las Gallinas team 4-1 •.

Art Department stoned the Rock
Stars 4-2 and breezed by NCHO
late Wednesday. Gomez's had a
relatively easy week as they' had a
bye and won by forfeit.
The first tournament games start
Monday with Sigma Chi "A"
pitted against Crampon Kickers at 3
p.m., Santo's against NCHO and
Art Dept. against Rock Stars at 4
p.m. On Wednesday Paper Tigers
are matched against Las Gallinas
and Gome,z's against the winner of
Sigma Chi. "A"-Crampon Kickers
at4p.m. ·

·:.../::::::..-:.:.~:A:::-::~:':.::·':...:.:.::~~;..:,::;.-::~::
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The Paper Tigers received the
second seed as they edged the Art
Department 2-1 earlier in the
season. The fourth seeded team is
Gomez's, the second place team in
League I. The dark horse of the
tournament is Sigma Chi ''A.''

Paper :rigers lost their first game
to Sigma Chi "A," 2-1, in a contest
under the stars, as night fell in the
second half. Paper Tigers came
back to beat the Rock Stars 4-2.

107011...orNS NE, sue. 210, fltloue: 292-<XJ70
~. N.M. 87112

:!lnuutntu

Textiles Crafts co-op

2021 Old Town Road NW

Soccer Tourn~y Opens Monday;
Santo's, Paper Tigers Top Seeded

10·9 Mon-Fri,
10·6 Saturday
'12-5 Sunday
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In pre-tourney action, the Art Department defeated Sigma Chi. The Artistes are seeded
third in the tourney which begins Monday.
Lobo plar:e kipker Jim Haynes (no. 29) will need to get his
shoe on straight this week against Utah. Haynes, normally
an accurate kicker, missed on four field-goal a·· 1pts last
week. That's Curt McGill (no. 10) holding.

"'
~·
o
0

Possibly the biggest factor for the ~
Lobos this week could be in
spoiling Homecoming for the Utes,
who elected to make this game the
Homecoming contest instead of last
week's game again.st Arizona.

'

$130.00 includes:
Transportation • Lifts • Lodging

·

total offense; 5th in passing and
11th in rushing.
For New Mexico to win, Mazzone must regain the form which
made him 8th in the nation in
passing two weeks ago. Last week
against the Aggies, Mazzone had
the worst game of his short
collegiate career. He was 4 of 16
passing and never got any points on
the board for UNM in his tv.o and
one-half quarters of play.
Mazzone can not shoulder all the
blame for the offensive breakdown.
Place-kicker Jim Haynes missed

four field goals in the first half.
The Lobos' only score in the
contest cume on a brilliant run by
fullback M<ke Williams after he
caught a short pass from sub
quarterback C.J. Jones. Williams
leads theW AC in rushing.
This is possibly the last
"breather" of the season for UNM.
After this game, the Lobos return
home to play Brigham Young and
Arizona, two sclJ<Jols with a shot at
the WAC title. They travel west to
play San Diego State on Nov. 27 to
close out the season.
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105 WlNROCK SHOPPING CENTER
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4 CONVENIENT PAYMENT PLANs,'coOK'S CHARGE, MASTER CHARGE, BANKAMERICARD Or LAYAWAY

221.90

1.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
Rules: 1~ cents per word per duy, one dotlur
minimum. Advertisements run five or more con·
secutlve days with no changes, nine cents 11cr
word prr day (no rerunds If cancelled before five
Insertions), Classified advertisements must b~
paid In advuncc.

I

Marron Hall Room 131 or by mall to: Classified
Advertising, UNM Box 20, Alburtuer<lue, N.M.:
87131

PERSONALS

DEAR D.P., here's wishing you a happy fifth. Como
Siempre, I.,L. IllS

I

HAPPY BIRTHDAY, JUSTICIA. Love, Stretch.
11/5

ATTENTION: CRAFTSPEOPLE-CHRISTMAS
ornament and decoration contest. Handmade items
only. Albuquerque Crafts Guild, Silver&· Yale. 2662089, I I /10 .,.

GIUSEPPE-THAT PINTO DEAN pot soup with
Sherry was out of this world. Sure glad the Grinder
Factory has added homemade soups to the menu, I
hear minestrone is next. Love, Maria, 11/5

TOM PARROTT PLAYS the real folk blues. Sunday
at the Bison-Tentative, 106 Cornell SE. 11/12
TRA YELLER IS AT Ned's El Portal. 4200 Central
·
Avenue NE. 11/1$
HISTORY DEI'ARTMENT'S·COURSE descriptions
outline is available at Mesa Vista Hall Room 1104.
11/5
AGORA! WHEN YOU need someone to listenwe'll be here. Call us. 277-3013. 11/5

ACROSS
1 Dre(>sed
5 Ali ---9 Office
worker:
Informal
14 Linden tree
15 Dutch
length
measure
16 N. American
Indian ·
17 City in Iowa
18 Student
19 Ending with
eire or cons
20 Participates
22 Rural
crossovers
23 Roman date
24 Small store
25 Dead drunk
28 -------Islands
32 Grows
weary
33 Artist's
medium
34 To a
considerable
degree
35 "Too bad!"
36 Pickling
solution
37 Basketball
team
38 Pensioned:
Abbr.
39Beginsa
voyage
40 Has regard

i I\
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COMING NOVEMBER !4-A presentation on hair,
skin care, and nutrition by Mr. Michael Nielie11h of
Jhirmack Enterprises at the Hilton Inn. Tickets
$3 .SO at any hair salon. IllS

2.

LOST & FOUND

FOUND: BIKE HELMET. Identify & claim. Call
265-4065. Found in SUB. 11/10
FOUND IN FRONT of MH a jacket DoLwoou-..:~u
& 3:00 11/2, Describe, call 294-3248 after 4;00.
IIIlO

Thursday's Puzzle SC'•v- J.

for
41 Horizontal
support
beams
43 Judges' .
hammers
44 ----Piper of
H.ameiin
45 Singer Perry

3.

SERVICES

PAINTING INTERIOR EXTERIOR. For free esti·
mates, call evenings. 898-0810. 11/12
EXPERIMENTAL WOMEN's THEATER Classexplore. 10 sessions $30. Last week to register, 2653012. li/S
FREE! FREE! FREEl Outdoor portrait, Sx7 doubleweight. Absolutely no strings attached! UNM
students, faculty, staff or immediate family (ID
required). ·Sunday, November 7, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Come to: A-Photographer, 1717 Girard Blvd NE.,
just north of Indian School Road, opposite the Albuquerque Tennis Club. Dogs, Cats, Pets welcome.
11/5
FA:ST ACCURATE TYPING-editing. Reasonable.
266-3953. I !Ill

46 Place, at the
racetrack
49 Hides: 2
words
53 From one
end to the
other
54 Golf course
feature
55---- facto:
By the fact
itself
56 Skin
disease
57 Roman god
58 Secured
with rope
59 Jeer
60Swiss city
6 1 Outer lim its

and the---- 36 Packed up
8 Connective 37 Pet·
9 Hockey
39 Wasp or
goalie's feat'
hornet
10 Bulbous·
40 ----to pass:
plan1s
Happened
11 Ending with 42 ------ cake
ft;ld ?r gen 43 Keep under
12 Bird~
control
mus1ca1_call 4 5-Paint
13 Possess1ve 46 Snead and
word
S d
21 Summer
P~ e
drinks
4 7 Fervor
22 Beam'ed
48lce cream
24 Parts of legs
unit
DOWN
25 Initiate
49 ----about:
1 Peal of
26 Ceramist
Change
thunder
direction
2 Kind of bean 27 Harangue
28 Follows:
50 Turn
3U.S.A.
Informal
51 Not new
4 Preordains
52 Schools of
5 ------down: 291n flames
30 Umbilicus
seals
Withdraw
31 Formal
54 Montreal
6 Cathartic
attire
hockeyist:
drug
33 Snooped
Informal
7 The birds
12

CLOSING OUT-ALL new 1977 equipment.
Pioneer, Sansui, Kenwood, Jensens 15-SO per cent
off.Whiletheyiast.255-7535. 11/8

BARRY~S

ELECTRONIC REPAIR, 118 San Pedro
SE, 265-0335. Color TV's, tape decks, stereo, amplifiers, auto radios. Install burglar alarms. 10% dis. count for students with !D's. Quick service. Used
TV'.s for sale, 11/18
PAINTING INTERIOR EXTERIOR free.
estimates, call evenings, 898-0810, 11/4

For

FAMOUS QUIVIRA BOOKSHOP and Photography
Gallery is 11 block from Johnson Gym on Cornell.
Special order service. tfn
PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION PHOTOS, Lowest
prices in town I Fast, pleasing, near UNM. Call 2652444 or come to 1717 Girard Blvd. NE. tfn
LEARN MAGIC, MIME, juggling, fire eating,
clowning with Michael Anthony. 842-1080. 11/5
·
PERSONALIZED FLIGHT INSTRUCTION. C-150
$15/hr solo, $21/hr dual. C-172 $19/hr solo, S26/hr
dual. Private.. commercial, instrument. Private
license $720 minimum 40 hrs. 2%-4938, 298-S993.

DUE TO DIVORCE brand new 1977 Kirby, Assume
payments of$7 .47 a month. New warranty, 255-7534,
1118

TEACHERS AT ALL levels. Foreign and Domestic
Teachers. Box 1063, Vancouver, Washington 98660,
11/10

PRIDE MOTORS NOW open Tues .• Sat. 8:30-5:30.
0ffers complete, competent service of all imports.
.Specializing in sports and touring autos. 256-1763.
11/10
BRAND NEW TAKARA bicycle. After 5;00, 2420607. !JI5

1972 DATSUN-510. U'/0 door, 4-speed, AM-FM
radio, new tires. Excellent condition. $1,750. 8811713 after'S, ll/8

EPIPHONE BASS, EXCELLENT condillon.
Booster switch, mute, travel case, $175. 265-0941.
11/9

TELLURIDE SKI TRIP, January ~.16, $130. Includes transportation, lifts & lodging, For informa. lion call 842-8569, $50 deposit due irlJmediatcly,
UNM Ski Club. 11/26

MISCELLANEOUS.

STEREOS, AMI'nX CASSETTES, 8-tracks, reel
to reels. Marrantz still in boxes, 255-7534. II /8

8.

BUICK 1968 SKYLARK. Good condition. Phone
266-3Sl6after 5 p.m. 11/8

WANTED: A WATERIJED, 294·7462.

COLOR TV, COLOR & tint controls, big screen:
Assume payment~ of $7 per month. New warranty,
255-7S35. 11/8

FISCHER STEEL SKIS w/bindings-used. Step-in
type, $60 firm. 266-0354, 11/10
BICYCLES: WE HAVE the lightest weight for the
money you can buy. Some on sale, R.C. Hallett's.
843-9378, tfn

Ballroom Dance Club will meet at the SUB
Ballroom at 7 p.m. all Friday evenings, All welcome.

BUY I GET I FREE. Monday thru Saturday 7-9,
Uncle Nasty's. 12/3

The UNM Simulations Assn. ha~ moved to the
CeDar in Hokona Hall. Join us Sun., Nov. 7 at 12
noon for wargamcs, Diplomacy and Dungeons and
Dragorts.

GUITAR, STEREO, HIKING boots, ethnic clothing.
Free kitten. 268-1858. 11/5
MIDLAND 13-873 SSB CB-radio, 69 channels, 12
watts, base station. 842-1099evenings. 11/5
126 ACRES FOR SALE. Just north of Cuba. Water,
electricity available. Ponderosa, pinon, cedar. Excellent views. 268-5688. 11/5
POTTERS
8641. 11/11

WHEEL,

STEREO $50,

298-

One-act play in Spanish is Hagar Solido Fri., Nov.
5 at 8 p.m. in Keller Hall, Fine Arts Center. .
Phi Alpha Theta, history honorary society, will
hold Its regular monthly meeting Fri., Nov. 5 at 3:30
p.m. in the History Dept. Lounge, Interested students
and faculty arc invited to attend.

IRISH SETTER X-PUPPIES, 8 weeks, $10. 8731334, 836-S247. II /8

5.

APARTMENT ~ mile from campus. Utilities paid,
furnished. Only SilO/month. 266-0235 after 8:00
p.m. 1118

fURNISHED EFFICIENCY. NEAR UNM, laundromat, grocery. No pets. $130/mo., utilities
included. 345-5138. 1119

6.

UNM Amateur Radio Club will meet Sat., Nov. 6
nt 6:30 p.m. in FEC Rm. 14S. All interested, please
attend.

FORRENT

The UNM Simulations Assoc. has moved to the
Cellar in Hokona Hall. We play war games and
Dungeons and Dragons every Sunday at 12 noon.
Dill Johonnesson, local director of the Scientology
Organization, will speak Fri., Nov. Sat 3:30p.m. in
the Philosophy Library. Refrcshmenls will be served
in the lounge at3 p.m.
Women's workshops on employment and
education skills will be held Fri., Nov. S and Sat.,
Nov. 6 from 9 a.m.to 4 p.m. in the SUB Ballroom.

EMPLOYMENT

PART-TIME JOB. Graduate students only. Must be
over 21 years old. Need two part-time employees for
day work. Also have positions for Friday and Saturday nighls. Apply in person only. No phone calls,
please. Save Way Llquor Stores, 5704 Lomas NE,
5516 Men nul NE. 11/12 •
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. rentals

accessories

·complete repair· servi·ce

'

5x7

Please excuse the big
mound of dirt around
us. Her~ is how to get
to ·Wild West through
the construction.

($10.00 v·alue)
ABSOLUTELY
NOSTRI~GS

AlTACHED

Sunda~

l

November7

• No appointment
necessary:- just
come be tween
to pm oni.Y
10a.m. 4 P.•m.
A Christmas offer to UNM, U of A and TVI StudentS,
Faculty & Staff ~nd immediate family: wife, husband,
children, mother, father.

10 om

4

Dress warm. outdoor llgh_t Will be used

·

Qogs. co.ts~ pets welcome

265-2444

Follow the arrows to
·200 Central
:sE
.
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SALE, KENWOOD 4600 RECEIVERS 40 watts/
RMS, 2·year warranty, $240. Kent, 268-0333. 11/10

l jl

Christmas
Portrait

call

7. TRAVEL

..#ttY
SCUBA TANKS FOR sale. Twin SO's SIOO. Call
Mickey at 766-7160, 268-6594. 11/9

Part-lim~.

~81--458S,

RIDES! RIDES! RIDES! Call Rideline .. 265-9860,
(303) 449-6670 at Intercontinental Travel Centre.
CONTACTS? CASEY OPTICAL Company, 255-.. 11/26
8736.TFN

LSAT-MCAT EXAMS, Prepare now. Call Pro· LAROE, CLEAN EFFICIENCY. Reasonable rent.
fcssional Educations of New Mexico, Inc. 842- Call 344-1154. 11/5
--------------5200. tfn
SPACIOUS 2-br. FURNISHED APARTMENT.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE. 292-1285.
Utilities included, $195. References required. Also,
IllS
1-br. at $85. 266-8874. ll/11
PIANO TEACHER-reasonable rates. Call
MALE OR FEMALE roomie-$92.50 per mo.
Suzanne,277-;6183: 11/5
Desperate. 298-7349 after five. 11/11

4. FORSALE

STUDENTS: EARN EXTRA cash.
12:00-2:00only. 11/5

BONNA CROSS-COUNTRY skis. Almost new,
wax_less (size 200) $50. 266-7661, 11/5

1115

JJ

STUDENT OR STUDENT SPOUSE, to work from
8:30a.m. to 12:30 p.m. Monday through Friday. Pay
$2.30 per hour, some typing required, Apply in
person, Student Publications, Marron Hall Rm 131.
11/IQ

SINGER S.EWING MACHINE. Left in layaway,
not claimed. Equipped to buttonhole, zig-zag. Pay
$19 and take machine, 255-7535. 11/8

NORDICA SKIBOOTS, 10, used once, $25. 8438736. tfn

LOST; SILVER WRIST watch, basement Zimmerman Library. Reward offered. 11/5

TODAY'll CIDSSWDBD PUZZLE
.
UNITED Feature Syndicate

OVERSEAS JOBS-SUMMER/year-round, Eur·
ope, S. America, Australia, Asia, etc, All fields.
$500-$1200 monthly, E~penscs paid, sightseeing. Free
information, Write: International Job Center,
Department ND, Bo~ 4490, Berkeley, CA 94704.
11/15

1974 FIAT 128SL, grey, front wheel drive, [adials,
AM-FM. Great in winter! Call268-8913, 1115
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